### Thursday, 7 November 2019

- **18.00** Registration + refreshments
- **18.30** Welcome by Bernd Kracke, President HfG Offenbach
- **18.45** Greetings by Angela Dorn, Hessen State Minister for Higher Education, Research and the Arts

### Panel 01: Mobility Systems
- **10.00** Introduction + moderation by Petra Schäfer, LOEWE team
- **10.15** Lecture: automotive industry by tbd
- **10.45** Lecture: public-economical transport by Jan Wielert, büro+staubach
- **11.15** Commentator + discussion by Martin Lanzendorf, LOEWE team

### Panel 02: Mobility Hubs
- **13.45** Introduction + moderation by Annette Rudolph-Cleff, LOEWE team
- **14.00** Lecture: architecture + urban design by Marten Wassmann, Benthem Crouwel
- **14.30** Lecture: orientation + graphics by David Gillam, City ID (Penta City Group)
- **15.00** Lecture: bicycle urbanism + planning + street design by Cecilie Kiilerich, Copenhagenize
- **15.30** Commentator + discussion by Martin Knöll, LOEWE team

### Friday, 8 November 2019

- **09.00** Registration + coffee
- **09.30** Introduction mobility design by Ole B. Jensen, Aalborg University

### Panel 03: Mobility as a Service (MaaS)
- **17.00** Introduction + moderation by Andreas Krajewski, LOEWE team
- **17.15** Lecture: user experience by tbd
- **17.45** Lecture: mobility service/on demand mobility by tbd
- **18.15** Commentator + discussion by Stefan Göbel / Ralf Steinmetz, LOEWE team

### Short Talks: Mobility Research
- **13.00** Presentation doctoral program LOEWE team by Dominic Hofmann, Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences
- **13.30** Julian Schwarze, HfG Offenbach
- **13.45** Marianne Halblaub Miranda, TU Darmstadt

### Conclusion
- **19.00** Conclusion + goodbye by Kai Vöckler + Peter Eckart, LOEWE team

- **19.45** Networking + exhibition

### Coffee Break
- **16.15** Coffee break + networking